
AMATEIA
Menstrual beachwearIMenstrual beachwearI 

AMATEIA is an Italian brand aimed at satisfying the obvious need to make a woman feel free and confident in 
delicate periods (white leaks, menstrual flow, post-tum). A product that celebrates women through modernity, 
eco-sustainability and style. A line of seaside fashion designed, designed and made in Italy. 
The brand has studied and developed a technique that can accompany all women and protect them from losses 
for whole days at the sea or in the pool. 
The functional and fashionable result to take care of women and the planet.

GIVE UP YOUR WORRIES!



HOw it works? 

ULTRA-ABSORBENT
Protection up to 16h, against all types of leakage

DRAINING
No more feeling of wet 

WATERPROOF AND BREATHABLE
Anti smell and anti loss 

The brand is committed to protecting the environment. In addition to the cost, absorbents 
and pads are made up of 90% of non-recoverable plastic. Our costumes put an end to the 
use of invasive solutions, being washable and reusable: they minimize pollution caused by 
intimate disposable instruments.
Health and menstrual hygiene for girls and women with disabilities and pathologies, such 
as endometriosis. Protective swimsuits assist the woman, defend her from periodic losses, 
continuous or unexpected, allow them to regain freedom, self-confidence and a sense of 
well-being.

The advanced technology of our products consists of 3 layers: a draining, a waterproofing 
and a breathable. Together they allow revolutionary absorbent qualities and guarantee 
comfort and efficiency. 

Thanks to a careful choice of fabrics, based on summer trends, the product looks like a 
normal swimsuit, colorful and fashionable. The goal is to make women feel comfortable 
wearing a garment that belongs to them, reflects their style and respects their shapes.

 

MAIL
ceo@lady-taboo.com

INSTAGRAM
@AMATEIA_PERIODSWIMWEAR

TEL
+39 3493250350



CATALOGO COSTUMI 

TOP 

SLIP

BODY

I costumi da bagno  Amateia sono tutti dotati della protezione drenante, traspirante ed impermeabile 
capace di assorbere fino a 10 volte il prorpio peso. Tutti i prodotti sono fatti con tessuti eco-sostenibile certi-

ficati OEKO-TEX per una linea etica a favore dell’ambiente e della donna.


